PRESS RELEASE VERNISSAGE
Sorrento Young Art, Villa Fiorentino. Vernissage April 7.
A passionate and participated response to the second appointment of Sorrento Young Art,
many took part in the annual event dedicated to contemporary art in Villa Fiorentino.
An evening full of emotions and art, events in the event. After the realization of the mural at
the Villa Comunale, in which Dalla - Loren - Caruso welcomed visitors with hearts dripping
with color and a lot of irony, it was possible to attend a live painting performance of the
Street Artist TvBoy, to still follow a tribute to the City of Sorrento that warmly welcomed
him, a canvas called Art, Love and Fantasy.
After the greetings of the institutions, the organizers Syart Leone Cappiello, Paolo Feroce,
Rossella Savarese and Simona Schiazzano opened the evening with the official
presentation of the work Essenza by Carmen Novaco, donated by the artist to the City of
Sorrento and usable on the Corso Italia feet of the bell tower, followed by the awarding of
the three Fata Verde prizes to their winners: Francesco Cuomo Art Car Range Rover
Award, Emiliano Terenzi Art Arbiter Award and Monk Vince Sangiorgio Zenith Art Watch
Award. Seiros the wooden mermaid fairy was masterfully realized by the artist Toni Wolfe.
Finally, a public recognition of the graphic work done by the students of the Liceo Grandi of
Sorrento, in particular to the students selected Agrillo and De Angelis, encouraged and
supported by Prof. Tirelli.
The exhibition presents more than thirty national and international artists, divided into
stylistic sections, in the large exhibition rooms of the historic Villa Fiorentino residence.
During the cocktail prepared by Chef Peppe Aversa, 1 Michelin star, he lived and enjoyed
the latest exhilarating work of art. The Art in Motion project by Agresta - Cuomo, a 3D
mapping thanks to which the façade has been transformed into a gigantic canvas,
concentrating a multitude of people who, from Corso Italia and the square in front of the
fountain, has been shrouded in colors, poetic verses and the sound of the two creatives.
The exhibition itinerary continues until the end of May 13th, to accompany the students of
the Grandi high school and the Salvemini high school.
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